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FOREWORD

Teachers have for a long time recognised advertisements as a valuable and versatile resource
in the language classroom. They are easy to get hold of and provide 'real life' material with
which to work. They are colourful and entertaining when compared with the dusty, dull textbook
materials pupils are so often required to work from. Students invariably respond creatively and
enthusiastically to teachers' suggestions that they write their own jingles, design new names for
products, or act out their own TV ads.
Most modem syllabuses include sections on propaganda and slanted writing and teachers are
urged to promote their students' critical faculties. Advertisements are ideal for encouraging
learners not to believe everything they read. In 1957 an American journalist wrote an
enormously influential book about advertising called The Hidden Persuaders. This book did a
great deal to raise public awareness of the persuasive power of advertiSing - the subtle means
by which advertisers used knowledge from psychiatry and psychology to manipulate the
subconscious minds of people. In the 1960s and 1970s most classroom work on advertising
concentrated on developing pupils' understanding of the 'emotive' language in advertisements
and of the subtle power of their 'hidden' psychological appeal.
So what's new?
I believe that this book has a substantially new approach to criticising advertisements. It is a
book about language rather than psychology. It is based on very recent insights in the study of
linguistics; the study of language and power - the power that can be exerted by writers through
the language choices they make when they choose to use one word rather than another or one
form of sentence structure rather than another. This book aims to make learners sensitive to
these choices. We have taken a magnifying glass to the features of language used in advertisements thus giving learners sophisticated tools for seeing through the selling strategies of advertisers.
In addition, through the process of examining advertisements in this way, students will learn in a
natural, meaningful way about grammar - about nouns, pronouns, tenses, adjectives and
metaphors and how they work in real language rather than in textbooks. I also hope that they
will continue to have fun with advertisements through writing, reading, listening, talking and
creating - as they have done in the past. I hope that they will be able to do so with sharpened
awareness and greater critical insight.

Stella Granville

Because advertisements usually focus on the buyers or the sellers or the products, I have invented three logos which
will be used in the workbook to show these emphases.
p
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CRITICAL LANGUAGE AWARENESS (CLA)
This workbook is part of a series called Critical Language
Awareness. All the workbooks in the series deal wnh the
relationship between language and power. This relationship is not obvious and so the malerials attempt to
raise awareneSs of the way In which language can be
used and is used to maintain and to challenge existing
forms of power. There can be little doubt that power matters, both to people who have ~ and to those who do nol.
This series will try to show that because there are connections between language and power, language also
matters.
In any unequal relation of power there are top dogs
and underdogs. How people get to be on top in a society
has to do wnh what that society values. It may be age or
maleness or class or cleverness or a wh~e skin. It is easier for those who have power to maintain n ij they can
persuade everyone in the society that there is nothing
unnatural about these arrangements, that things are this
way because that is the way they are meant to be.
If people consent to being powerless then the people in power need to use less force (armies, police, punishments) to maintain their power. Convincing and persuading people to consent to society's rules is often the
job of families, religions, schools and the media. All these
social instnutions use language and ~ is largely in and
through language that meaning is mobilised to defend
the status quo.

But language Is also used to challenge the status
quo, By refusing to consent and by working together
people can bring about change. What makes CtA 'cr~i
cal' is ns concern with the polnics of meaning: the ways
in which dominant meanings are maintained, challenged
and changed.
When people use language to speak or write, they
have to make many choices. They have to decide what
words to use, whether to include adjectives and adverbs,
whether to use the present, the past or the future,
whether to use sexist or non-sexist pronouns, whether to
join sentences or to leave them separate, how to
sequence information, whether to be defin~e or tentative,
approving or disapproving. What all these choices mean
is that written and spoken texts are constructed from a
range of possible language options.
However, not all the options are linguistic - many
texts are a combination of verbal and non-verbal elements. Students are asked to think about the non-verbal
choices such as photographs, pictures, gestures, graphs,
which affect the meaning of texts.
Many of the choices are socIal choIces. Every society has conventions which govern people's behaviour,

including their language behaviour. There are social
rules controlling who should speak, for how long, when
and where, and in wh ich language. There are social
norms for polne and impolne forms of speech; there are
taboo words and topics. These unwritten rules of u..
govern what a speech communny considers approprlata
language behaviour.
These social norms are a good Indication of
power relations as many of them reflect the values of
the people or groups in society who have power. This is
particularly true when different groups do not have equal
language rights. Here is an obvious example. Where
teachers have more power than their students, they can
call their students what they like. They can use first
names or surnames only, or even insu~ing names that
they have made up. Students, however, have to call
teachers by their surnames and a mle such as Mr or Ms;
some students even have to call their teachers 'Sir' or
'Mistress'.
We forget that these rules of use are social conVentions - they start to look natural and to seem like common sense. We forget that they are human constructions. It is easier to remember this when we compare the
rules of different speech communities. Some groups
think that ~ is rude to look a person in the eye when you
speak to them. Other groups believe the opposite.
Nenher is more natural than the other. Both are conventions.
Critical Language Awaroness emphasises the fact that
texts are constructed. Anything that has been constructed
can be d~nstructed. This unmaking or unpicking of
the text increases our awareness of the choices that the
wrner or speaker has made. Every choice foregrounds
what was selected and hides, silences or backgrounds
what was not selected. Awareness of this prepares the
way to ask critical questions: Why did the writer or
speaker make these choices? Whose interests do they
serve? Who is empowered or disempowered by the language used? We hope that students will also ask these
critical questions about the workbooks in the series.

What the series hopes to do is to teach students how
to become critical readers. Critical readers resist the
power of print and do not believe everything they read.
They start from a posnion of strategic doubt and weigh
texts against their own ideas and values as well as those
of others. This is not opposnion for opposition's sake. If
CtA enables people to use their awareness to contest
the practices which disempower them, and to use language so as not to disempower others, then n can contribute to the struggle for human emancipation.
Hilary Janks
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SUGGESTED METHODS FOR TEACHERS

I beHeve that students learn by talking and writing about
new ideas. Often they do not know what they know until
they have tried to put their ideas into words. In large
classes it is impossible for everyone to talk to the
teacher, and students often benem from telling a friend
their feelings and ideas. The friend gives them feedback
that enables them to revise and change their opinions
before committing themselves to a final answer.
1. To achieve this students need opportunnies to:
Work In pairs w~h the person next to them. Pair
work is easy to organise and n makes everyone in
the class speak to some other student.
Work in groups (from 3 to 5 student8).
The teacher can give groups the same task or different tasks. For example ~ the students are working on
an exercise, different groups can be asked to do d~
ferent questions or all the groups can be asked to do
the same questions. The teacher should keep track
of what the groups are doing by
• moving from group to group to isten to the discussion
• seeing that all group members contribute
• asking each group to make notes and sometimes
to hand in written answers.
2. Groups and pairs should report back to the
whole class. If the groups did different questions,
they have the responsibility of explaining their
answers to the rest of the class so that ideas can be
pooled. If they did the same questions, not all groups
need report back in order to compare their answers.
3. Teachers should try to establish a spirit of cooperation rather than compelilion. Students
should be encouraged to help each other and to
share what they know.

7. Both group and Individual work should aometimea be written. In large classes ~ is not always
possible to read everything that students write.
Teachers should check students' books regularly to
see that they are doing the work and that they understand the lessons. Some exercises should be
marked carefully. Students need teachers to respond
to what they are trying to say. It is also possible to go
over exercises in class and to teach students how to
check their own work.

8. Some activities can be done In less depth than
the workbook 8uggests. Sometimes the workbook
includes more than one acti~ on the same idea or
concept. If the students grasp the idea w~h the first
exercise, the teacher should feel free to do the related exercises more quickly (say with a brief read
through) or not at all. Different students in the class
can do different exercises in more or less detail
according to their needs.
9. Some activities can be done In more depth than
the workbook suggests. If the class gets really
interested in something the teacher should encourage students to find similar examples in newspapers
or magazines which they can bring to class for additional discussion. Teachers and students should
devise their own exercises.
10. Teachers and students ahould constantly relate
the Issues and activities In the workbooks to
their own lives end experiences. The workbooks
are only a starting point for the exploration of the language and power issues that they raise, and lessons
should not simply stick to the book.
t 1. Teachers should help students to apply Ideas In
the98 workbooks to all their school subjects.

4. Students should be encouraged to listen to one
another, especially during report backs. They should
decide whether or not they agree wnh what the other
person is saying. They should also be taught to
make notes when their fellow students are speaking.

12. Teachers can make the Ideas less abstract for
the students by encouraging them to do the
research, the collages and the drawings as well
as the dramatisations, debates and discussions
suggested.

5. ft 18 a good idea to allow students to work In their
mother tongue to give them an opportun~ at the
start of the group work to understand the ideas.
Because group work is followed by some spoken or
written presentation in the medium of instruction,
what is important is that by the end of the group work
students are able to express their ideas in the language of the classroom.

13. Teachers should facilitete class dlacusslons. The
workbooks deal with real and sensitive issues.
Teachers need to help students to listen to one
another and to try to understand the different histories and positions that other people in the class
speak from. We need to hear other people and not
try to convert them to our way of thinking.

6. Students should also do Individual work at
8chool and at home. This gives them practice in
using the medium of instruction and encourages
independence.

•
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14. 11 Is Important to vary the approach used.
Different people learn in different ways. By varying
the method, the teacher gives all the students a better chance of learning in ways that su~ them best.

H Janks

THINKING ABOUT ADVERTISING
Here are some ideas about advertising that you might want to think about. Discuss, argue and
debate these issues with your classmates.

Advertising forces
manufacturers to .
take care that their
products are of a
high standard.

Advertising is a
hidden persuader. We
do not realise that we
are being tricked into
buying things.

Advertising has to be
honest because lies
will be obvious.
Adverts se\\ ideas ~\ot
roducts - the), ~e.
p d m mascuhnlW,
free 0 ,
uction - not
d
se
or
cigarettes, cars
perfume.

Ad~ertising can influence
rs do not
consume rtisements.
ve
need ad
d out for
f
1he), ca\n e~ '/oJhat is
them sev .
'/oJo rth bU)'lng.

Advertising
is an
•
Important feature of a
free democratic society.

socIety Positively and
help to bring about social
change.

Advertising is witty,
stylish, entertaining
and creative. Most
people love it!

Cigarette and alcohol
advertising is evil and
should be banned.
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HOW DO ADVERTISEMENTS WORK?

On these two pages we introduce you to some features of advertisements which we will explore
in this book.

Volupt"ous folds of Cadbury's /)a;ry M;lk CIlOcoiale that crumb'" ;n
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HOW DO ADVERTISEMENTS WORK?

THE PICTURE
Does the advertisement catch your eye? Why? Why not?
What can you see? What is the effect of the close-up
photograph? What difference would it make if the photograph had been taken as a long-shot? What is the
connection between the picture and the product?

THE CAPTION
Does this catch your eye?
How does it use word-play for effect?
Is the use of metaphor successful?

THE MESSAGE
What does this advertisement tell
you about
!tiser. W'nV
the product or
bV \na adve ce' and
i\-\c WORDS t tna c'nOices m~~~s li\<.e 'resist~~iS wav? the sellers or
LOO\<. clo selV ~osen to use ~ words wor\<. Inwords it \na the buyers?
Can you think about anything that the
'nave t'neV c'? 00 anV ot'ne used tna same
advertiser is hiding or NOT telling you
'voluPtuOUsadvertiSer 'nave
t!. "",,01"" \,;..would t'ne b en a man?
bk in ",.., o,c"t!. , ..
~ • about:
The product or
de
'nad
e
_I
""""'"
Ihol "'....
l
mO
. "jill: ( 1
the sellers or
IJoII'!'
foIb 01 c.b,,'"
the buyers?
'Ii

vol"""-

Ask questions like this for all the advertisements in the book. They can be very revealing.
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THE ADVERTISING AGENT
We are going to focus on buyers, seilers and products as a way of thinking about
advertisements.
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BUYERS, PRODUCTS AND SELLERS

When I was preparing this book, I found that most advertisers tend to focus in on one aspect:
buyers or sellers or products. It's as if the advertisers use a spotlight (like those you have on the
stage or in the circus) to focus on the aspect they wish to draw to the attention of the reader. All
three elements are present, two of them remain in the background with only one in the spotlight.
How do these different focuses work to sell the product? Look closely at the language and
explain what kind of buyer each focus is likely to appeal to.
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In the pages that follow we will examine advertisements to find out where the focus is. This will
reveal the advertiser's selling strategy and help you to see through it.
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FOCUS ON BUYERS
In the next few pages we will be focusing on BUYERS and on the kinds of language advertisers
use to promote them.

WHO IS THE 'YOU' IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT?

The advertisement states that Autoclub is for young people.
Is the advertisement meant for:
Teenagers who like pop music and torn jeans? Teenagers who are sports or wildlife
fanatics? Teenagers who like quiet pursuits such as reading and classical music?
Wealthy young people? Others?
How can you tell? What does the advertisement tell you about the product? the buyers?
the sellers? What is the emphasis in this advertisement?
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1. What image is created for the Autoclub teenager by the words and pictures?
2. Describe a person you know in your community who fits this image.
3. Have YOU accepted or refused the invitation to become an Autoclub member?
Why. or why not?
4. Find other adverts which make a strong appeal to 'YOU'. Decide whether the
images presented encourage you to buy the product or are you able to resist the
appeal? Try to work out why you respond the way you do.
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FOCUS ON BUYERS
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WHO IS THE 'I' IN ANY ADVERTISEMENT?

ROLE PLAY
Act out the following with a partner:
You are a sports commentator. You interview a young marathon runner who has just
returned from the Olympic games with a gold medal. You ask him or her about the secret
of his or her success and for a few words of advice to other keen youngsters. Question
him/her closely and critically.

•
•

Now read the advertisement before answering the questions in the bubbles.
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Od~(.{ti~e.mQ1ts ?

When advertisers use 'I' in an advertisement they often speak through the voice of a consumer
who has used the product. Is this a useful selling strategy? Why? Why not?
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WHO IS THE 'YOU' IN ANY ADVERTISEMENT?
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"

The future is doubtful, the past is no longer
under our control - but the present is NOW! "

Write a pen portrait of the kind of buyer this advertiser hopes to attract. Illustrate this with
a drawing,
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WHO ARE 'THEY'? WHICH BUYERS Will CHOOSE THIS PRODUCT?

,

•

Good captions pack many ideas into a few short
and sharp words. Analyse this caption closely
showing how it manages to include most of the
ideas expressed in the rest of the advert.

2.

~u HAVEN'T G(
hey've got the :;tars in their eyes.
3. .1
NotiCe.
They've got the world at their feet.
th( Shift
They've got their fingers on the p ulse.
~~ttth~t They've got their feet tapping.
5w"'-ha-t-"'i~
.furure. tense..
They've got their bodies moving.
the. c.fkct
HO\J could this
They've got hearts throbbing.
..--, of \:he. usc. or
atta.t tne.
They've got what it takes.
--..-/
the. P(C,SCJlt
buyus'
Nowyougetit. GetM-Net.
PQr~,ue\c·t:l1ding
'--./'----'''In Ing nc.(t?
And you'll get the full picture.

T

4.

bisc.tJ551.nc. ~M
.from 'lh0.:J' to '~ou'. \)otS
it callout to ~O1l7
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WHO ARE 'THEY'? WHICH BUYERS Will CHOOSE THIS PRODUCT?

,

•

'j

TILL )OU GET IT!

,

J
J
'YOU'VE GOT WHAT IT TAKES'
Compare notes with your friends, adults, and teachers
about what they think it means when we say that someone
has 'got what it takes',
Is there ONE meaning for all of these people? What meaning does the seller exploit?

Write another
advertisement for
the same product,
but targeted
towards buyers
over the age
of 50,

11

METAPHORS THAT SEll- BUYERS ARE 'WINNERS'

Metaphors can be powerful because they take difficult ideas and present them to us in clear, concrete pictures that we can actually see in the mind's eye. Metaphors are not only used in poetry
but often in everyday language. Advertisers use them very often. Here in these advertisements we
see a powerful metaphor at work.
A metaphor is an expression which describes one thing using words usually used for something
else with very similar qualities.
Example: Have you ever thought when looking at someone's smiling face that it looks like the
sun shining? This idea is pictured below.
'-

> -

.. -

4\..J

The metaphor merges these two pictures:

1"-

-"~/-~~-

':,

.-'/}\,--,!f
/rf

»,'

'-(/

-) - - - ~-

"'C./ (c;.----

1\"

/ ' I--

/ I

I

\

How do you like the sunshine of her smile?

The idea of a face that looks like the sun shining.

,

• Work out all the connotations and
associations this word has for you.
What kind of 'winning' is suggested in this advertisement? How is this related to the product?

12

• Why does nobody want to be a
loser?

METAPHORS THAT SEll- BUYERS ARE 'WINNERS'

For years you studied ..struggled ..made sacrifices.
Your determination to excel has made you a winner.

,
' - - _ ••-_ _ _ ---=i
W'oI';!' Y<>v'" • It , 'h 'C o/~', ..::'~~,'>td
dI">d • .,;.,,-u. toe -1et(.I\ t;e,p t;,r.,"9

It's okay to pay the price for succ,. ".
Just make sure you're reimbursed.

1M"",, I»:;~tr, ~1t •. Ana (1~;V:1PI.¥,t -,
i,r.t It ... nrr.;;o.ot:f "·IIT II ,-'~m" _; (<;0 fO?lf;n'l

0/'

~''''.

-

I!e!!i"

Fi r "" "

1>""" " . ....te!II
-~-

&e-cou ... ~ E ",!c.o: ""t ...~C'C"
r ....!Il.'t>ed p'~er'· w.!!I
WItt (,)lrKJ
l,m":l 01', '" '" ","

It1I!

0>;;1,.,.,0.14'rv~

d " 001,)\
to ~"'"
'l<i ,.• ~

~-our

II','

-" ,~~p

w,r-_~r

gcfdI~[)"

Elas plast
Keeps Dirt Out. Lets f\jr 11\

stuck.

What kind of 'winning' is suggested in both these advertisements? How is this related to the
products?

WINNE12l

• Work out all the connotations and associations this word has for you.
• Why is the image of a winner so powerful in
our society?

If you buy any of these products:
Hi-Tee, Elastoplaslor Watsons, will you
become a winner? Why? Why not?
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FOCUS ON SELLERS - ONLY WE CAN SAVE THE WORLD

In the next few pages we will focus on SELLERS and the kinds of language advertisers use to
promote them.

Earth:
•

saV1ng~

can

iJhat coontcbon
doc.':. lh (. selr IJ i "'~ to
make. wIlh lhe. bu~(.(
b~ the. use. or'
'1

l'l]hat does it take to destroy a
ff planet that's been in healthy

existence for about fo~~ur:.:an~d~.a~.~-----1-~
half billion years? ~

-1a IJnom

doc;

\)<. '

rc.ru?

Human beings.
save the earth from
doing it for over 15
years, by supporting a wide range
of environmental and ecological
conservation programmes,
By getting involved in
that
not

10 whom

doe.s tni'" \.1(.'
rc.kr )

but

also

upon it

ore. lhesc.
Communi tits ond IJhlj
I':> then, (l swltcn k)(n
tnt use. of ·W(.' tn
Uho

o=r=c-,::th:.:;;e only one
.cit

we
the way
a few thousand years,

'their')

BP. Striving to develop South
Africa's nalnral resources.
Working today. For
tomorrows.

iJ ant
be. inc'ludc.d and
iJith the. C.\\octs
tlo

We like to keep you moving.

of
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FOCUS ON SELLERS - ONLY WE CAN SAVE THE WORLD

'Only we can save the earth from its
only enemy: ourselves. ,
'Enemy' and 'ourselves' are placed
side by side - but can you identify
the 'enemy'?

,

Place the following in order from the
worst enemy of the environment to
the least.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IPI.ne< t:arth ~ :ooeen fro m 36000 kilo mt'!lres.

uhat

i':l

the.

ndvo tisunwt W\inq
US nbDllt (he.. bUljU; the
Sd\Cf Qlld th e..

all human beings?
women and children?
labourers?
big business?
young people?
old people?
students?
teachers?
motorists?
politicians?
scientists?
soldiers?
environmentalists?
cyclists?
joggers?
rugby players?
gardeners?
farmers?
shack dwellers?
others?

Show that

P(odUds~

The seller

th (. Sdk.r is the..
m0\\1 foc.us.

The buyer
The product

.5nolJ Chat tht

Sil(.(lce5 L.l<XK to

sell thc. product.

uhoc i'S the.

od\l((tistrlle.n t not

tc.11ing us about TIic.
bUY(i, tht sel\(/" ond

the. p(ociud!
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FOCUS ON SELLERS - THE COLOURS OF WORDS

."

Advertisers are very quick to respond to fashions or trends in society. From the late 1980s in
South Africa many companies made efforts to be associated with social and political change.

In this exercise we will look at the WORDS chosen by the advertiser to emphasise the
advertiser's new image. Quite a large number of words group together to highlight the
company's efforts at showing themselves to be contributing positively to the new society.

Here, for example,
are some of the
connotations the
word 'enlightened' has
for me, the author
of this book.

Now you do the
same for:

broadminded,
reasonable

halo

enlightened
goodness
and light

concerned

civilised, liberal

intelligent,
bright,
educated

healthy

WE'RE NOT ONLY HERE FOR THE BEER
As well as being 'enlightened' the company claims to be taking its social responsibilities
very seriously.
Find examples of four or five verbs which group together to emphasise the contribution
the company will make to help the communities referred to in the advertisement. Choose
verbs that are rich in connotation, e.g. to create.

Who benefits from the company's 'enlightenment'?

16
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FOCUS ON SELLERS - THE COLOURS OF WORDS

~~5~LLe~~,~~-----------

.~

WE'RE NOT ONLY HERE FOR THE BEER.

)
I

You know us for our beer. We're
proud of thaI. Proud that for nearly

of South Africa.
The first seven years of a child's

100 years we've been the brewers of

life are the most impressionable.
OUf pre-school objective is to create
tomorrow's self-reliant, self-

South Africa's finest beers.
Yet others know us as an en-

lightened, concerned company with

confident people who will be in a

a commitment towards a healthy,

position to get the most out of their

stable society.

education and their future.

Yet others know us for our

substantial annual investment in
various community programmes.

For instance our policy of
investing in and developing special

pre-schools in black communities

Sure we're acting as any South

African company with its eye on
South Africa's future, and especially
its own business interest, should.

We believe that everything we
can do to build towards a healthy,

stable society must benefit us, and
the economy.
We are committed not only to

providing a better beer for
the community, but also a better
community for our beer.

o
SAB
MAKING BEER. MAKING FRIENDS.

1lalnWdl$. 133<17/e
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FOCUS ON PRODUCTS

Discuss with a partner some of the following opinions:

5w:ntists
Or t e:xput'5 in
their tie.lds.

5c.ic.nCe.. is
a f()('m ot nlqhcx
know kdgt.

5cic.nCe:..
n05

destro~e.d

UK ex", iron -

me..nt.

Sciwcc..

no s

mode.. us rno~c.. com10r table. and Cl lot
healthier.

Sc.iWCc. hos

brouqht

ci\lihsotion

to nc.w hC.iq\.·,r'5.
Scie.nt6Ls
arc. powc.r
maniac.s.

Now talk about why science is used to sell products.

RESEARCH
PROJECT

!~
?

r'A---1

~
o

0

•

o

Do teenagers
like 'scientific'
advertisements?
Work out a questionnaire to answer this
research question
and conduct a survElY.

Write your own 'scientific' advertisement for one of the following products. Be original!
Chewing gum
A new soft drink
Socks
Sunglasses

18
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FOCUS ON PRODUCTS

,
•

Sliced
for more

The O'Grady's advertisement asserts that computer technology has enabled the seller to
create the 'ultimate chip'.
•

1. Rewrite the advertisement in simple, straightforward language. State precisely
what the computers did.
2. How is science used to sell this product?
3. Is the connection between potato chips and computer technology a good one?
4. Discuss the play on the word 'chip'.
Does this advertisement fail if people do not know what a silicon chip is? Does this
advertisement target a very specific audience or does it appeal to everyone?

19
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FOCUS ON PRODUCTS

RESEARCH PROJECT

1. Collect a number of cigarette advertisements ego Winston's, Rothmans.
2. In groups work out what actual information you are given about the product.
3. Arrange these advertisements in order ranging from those with the most
information to those with the least. What are your findings? Can you make any
generalisations?
4. What do these advertisements not tell us about cigarettes? Why?

What readers are not told about a product can be seen as a SILENCE in the advertisement. It is important to ask who benefits from these silences.

Look at the advertisements
on the opposite page. The
collage shows advertisements with the recurring
images of naturalness, fitness and health. How many
of your cigarette advertisements had images of
healthy, fit people?
Other commonly recurring
images found in advertisements are masculinity, sport,
trust, superiority, wealth etc.
Can you think of any others?

The collage opposite is made up of 'naturalness' advertisements.
NOW YOU ARE READY
TO MAKE A COLLAGE

Cut out as many pictures as you can, from
magazines and newspapers, that capture
advertising images of the 1990s. When you
have finished cutting out your pictures stick
them on a large sheet of paper so that they
completely cover the sheet. The collage looks
more interesting if some of the pictures overlap.
STICK YOUR COLLAGE ON THE WALL AND
EXPLAIN IT TO THE REST OF THE CLASS

,
,

If you look back in this book it becomes clear that I have not presented an equal number of
buyer, seller and product adverts. I have 8 pages for buyers, 2 pages for sellers and 2 pages for
products. Look at any magazine or newspaper and count the number of buyer, seller
and product advertisements. What do your findings tell you about the selling strategies of advertisers? Why do you think I selected more buyer ads?

20
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IMAGES TO LIVE UP TO
Work in groups and find advertisements which present typical images of the following types of
people or ideas. Collect about twenty examples for each group and display them on your classroom notice board.

C>

G;ROUP

::L

\ "'",,,,,, I;.-.ess
~",'ness-

Tit< CfooJ Wj-k./Mo~/"
e..s:"C$.SWOO\"1A....

<:)

GROl(PZ

Mca .. "'~

,.... 4CA;::s '""10

I-Ius "~'""fd / F.:ttlte,..

Bus:nt':$$ ......"
<:)

","Roup .3

.s"CCC3$~(

People.

o
GROUP 4

RAce
R e'C\.c: o",s

<:)

GRouPS

AS<- ~Youth

GROUP DISCUSSION
1. These images are repeated so often that we come to believe that they are real
types of people - stereotypes. Using your own words describe these stereotypes.
2. What do these images show about what people value in our society?
3. Do you think the advertising image reflects values already in the society?
or
Do you think advertising puts these ideas into the society?
4. Describe some real men, women, families, successful people that you know. How
do they compare with the advertising images?
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USING WHAT WE HAVE LEARNT TO READ ADVERTISING CRITICALLY

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF:

Try these questions on the advertisements on page
24 or on any other advertisements.
1. What is the connection between the picture
and the product?
2. What's in a name? Does the name help to
sell the product?
3. What ideas are packed into the caption?
4. Does the advertisement use statements,
questions or instructions? Why?
5. What pronouns are used and why?
6. Can you find metaphors that help to sell the
product?
7. What words in the advertisement are chosen
because of their positive connotations? 'Play'
with their connotations to see how they work.
B. Can you find recurring or repeated images in
one advertisement or in a number of different
advertisements?
9. Has the advertiser chosen the past, present
or future tense? Why?
10. Does the advertisement make its appeal
through scientific experts or other 'experts'?
11. Is the focus on the buyer, the product or the
seller? How does the focus work to sell the
product?
12. What does the advertiser NOT tell you about
the buyer, the seller or the product? Why?

sf. L.L e..,

...

Write an advertisement for this book.
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ADVERTISEMENTS TO ANALYSE
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After graduating as a teacher from the University of the
Witwatersrand and the Johannesburg College of Education, I
began teaching English in 1969 at Krugersdorp High, in a small
conservative town west of Johannesburg. In those days teaching
English was a matter of correcting 'bad' grammar and conveying
the beauties of English literature to young South African boys
and girls unlikely ever to see or understand the world described
by Dickens, Keats or Jane Austen. How could children who
spent their afternoons clambering in the rugged Magaliesberg
hills surrounding the school be expected to appreciate
Wordsworth's poem about 'hosts of golden daffodils'?

,

Some years later I became interested in using newspapers in
the classroom. It was exciting to see how absorbed pupils could
become when faced with the challenge of comparing the reports from different newspapers on
controversial topics. At that time a group of people who had lived on a farm for many generations were forcibly removed from their homes. The different and conflicting reports in different
papers about those events required careful and critical reading of the texts. It was then that I
came to consider this kind of work to be a more relevant kind of teaching. I realised how important it was for young people to become aware of the power of language to persuade and to
enable them to become resistant and critical readers.

Other titles in the Critical Language Awareness Series:
Language and Position by Hilary Janks
Languages in South Africa by Janet Orlek
Language, Identity and Power by Hilary Janks
Language and the News by Peter Rule
Words and Pictures by Denise Newfield

All the writers in this series are teachers who are interested in the relationship between language and
power. They have worked together with their students or other teachers to produce a workbook. I
would like to encourage students and teachers to construct their own Critical Language Awareness
materials and am willing to consider publishing complete workbooks as part of #1e series. There are
so many ways of exploring language and power that the series must necessarily remain open ended.
The writers and I would also welcome constructive suggestions on how to improve the published
workbooks.

Series Editor
Correspondence should be addressed to:
Hodder & Stoughton Educational
Southern Africa
P.O. Box 3948
Randburg
2125

Witwatersrand University Press
Private Bag 3
2050 Wits
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